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INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

In a rustic living room surrounded with toys and knick 
knacks, two boys stand their ground, facing each other. 
Between them is a television and a Game Cube with only one 
controller. Both of them reaches the controller and both of 
them glare at each other.

There’s only one way to settle this. A DUEL!

The two boys quickly grabs their favorite weapon. One is a 
toy blade and one is ..... nothing.

The toy-bladed boy is confused, but then smiles as he has an 
advantage of a weapon.

The boys ready their stance. Silence. Then.... Mists covers 
up the room as we transition into the next scene.

EXT. THE DESERT - DUSK

As the mist thinning, we discover two cloaked individuals 
stand their ground between each other and a floating glowing 
cube. Both of them are waiting for someone to draw and both 
of them are filled with tension.

The samurai slowly grips his handle. The weaponless man 
notices him and react quickly! 

WOOOSSHH!!

A strong gust of wind appears and pushes the samurai as the 
weaponless-man raises his hand towards his opponent.

As the katana-man stabilizes his stance, he realise that his 
opponent... is a wizard.

The wizard push away the cube so no one can touch it. He then 
raises himself while carrying something. Suddenly, an 
earthquake appears as the wizard is above the ground. We see 
two giant boulders comes out of the ground. It was the wizard 
who pulled the boulders!

The samurai is impressed, but he doesn’t lose his focus. He 
ready his stance. The wizard pushes the two boulders towards 
the samurai hastily, but the samurai still stand still, 
waiting for the right moment.... Then.. 

SLASH!

The boulders are cut in half! Shocked, the wizard quickly 
draw lighting from the sky and release it towards the samurai 
but the samurai dodges it faster than lightning. 
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The samurai jumps in a sonic speed towards the wizard as he 
raises his katana. The wizard reacts quickly and cast a 
shield around him. CLANG! The sword and the shield collides 
with each other, creating particles around then. As the 
collision interacts, the shield slowly cracks....

Both of them pushes on until... the sword pierces through the 
shield. Both of them fall to the ground, hard. The samurai 
fall on his feet but the wizard lies down on the sand.

INTERCUT:

We are back in the living room. We see the wizard boy, lying 
on the floor and the samurai boy catching his breath. As he 
see his brother not moving. He quickly run towards him.

INTERCUT:

A full shot of Samurai running towards his opponent in the 
desert. He slides to the sand and quickly carries the wizard 
to his lap. As regret fills him, the wizard retracts the cube 
back to them, and gives it to the samurai.

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

The two brothers sits on the ground. We see the wizard boy is 
giving the samurai boy the controller. The samurai boy smiles 
as he take the controller.

The two brothers then turns on the TV as they play together.
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